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Abstract—With the increased use of today’s information
technologies, more people are using electronic calendaring
systems, such as Outlook, to schedule everyday events.
This includes work related items such as meetings as
well as personal items such as birthdays and their kids’
events. There have been no significant changes to this
process. People enter their personal event items on their
calendars. If someone needs to schedule a meeting, they
will view available time slots of all potential attendees
and choose an appropriate date and time. There are two
weaknesses in this process that we address. Firstly, the
value of an event to a person is not specified and hence
when scheduling a meeting, one simply assumes that any
slot that is marked busy is unavailable for the meeting.
However, a busy slot could be for something that is not
as important as the meeting to be scheduled. The second
weakness is that once a meeting is scheduled, the chosen
time slots are not changed unless the organizer decides to
do so for some specific reason. However, the optimal time
slot for the meeting may change over time. In this paper,
we propose a framework that addresses these issues and
illustrate its value through simulations.

Keywords-Decision Support System; Electronic Calen-
dar; Optimization; Event Scheduler

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of computers and the Internet, automated
event and meeting scheduling has taken on a greater role.
However, certain aspects of traditional scheduling have not
changed. In particular, time slots for a user are typically
designated as busy or non-busy, and an event can be scheduled
in a free slot but not in a busy one. However, the value of a slot
to a user can vary widely since it may be used for an important
doctor’s appointment or for something less important such as
a gym class. We believe that more appropriate schedules can
be obtained if this finer granularity of information is made
available. The specific reason why a slot is of high importance
to a user need not be disclosed since such information may be
confidential. Another issue with traditional approaches is that,
once an event is scheduled, it remains in those time slots and
future (possibly more important meetings) must be scheduled
around it. This may limit the number of meetings that can be
scheduled over a given time period. Our prime contribution is
the introduction of a framework for scheduling events that (a)
includes soft constraints (i.e., allocation of a value of a time
slot by a user rather than a yes/no availability constraint) and
(b) the ability to re-optimize schedules if significant benefit can
be gained by the affected users. We next describe the related
work in this area followed by a mathematical formulation of
the problem and then numerical results.

A. Related Work and Contributions
The models used in the literature in this area mainly follow

the traditional approach of hard constraints and hence there are
no similar models with which to compare. There are some
publications that discuss re-optimization but using different
approaches. Most related work were found in patent filings.

The paper by [1] considered the problem of scheduling
staff, and so in their case a specific problem was addressed.
Furthermore, they used hard availability constraints and the
traditional sequential scheduling. The paper by [2] looks at
personal time optimization, which is similar to what we are
doing, but they only address the schedule of a single user
and used Artificial Intelligence techniques. Of course there are
the mainstream approaches such as Outlook from Microsoft
[3] and Google Calendar from Google [4], but as previously
mentioned these use standard methods for user availability.

In the patent [5], the inventors consider the case of schedul-
ing meetings, but optimize based on non-standard criterion.
The objective could comprise of multiple criterion, such as;
travel time, minimizing a wait time, maximizing a contiguous
meeting time, choosing a preferred meeting location, mini-
mizing a variance from a preferred meeting time, maximizing
the attendees who are desirable, or scheduling the calendar
event as close as possible to a target date. The patent [6]
can be described as an Internet based version of Outlook. The
patent [7] is again traditional, but allows for the relaxation of
constraints in the case that an event cannot be scheduled. Patent
[8] allows participants to code actions to be taken in case a
meeting time cannot be obtained. An action, for example, could
mean leaving early and so allowing for a shorter meeting.
Patents [9] and [10] are both quite similar to Outlook but
allows for a best fit allocation, in case an event cannot be
scheduled. Finally, the patent [11] allows one to insert flexible
events. These are events that can be moved around if it conflicts
with a new event that has no feasible solution. The degree of
conflict is taken into account. The patent [12] is similar to our
approach in that they consider soft constraints. However, their
solution is client based (i.e., each user solves their scheduling
independently), while ours is server based and the optimization
is performed over all participants simultaneously, and hence a
global solution is obtained.

Our main contributions are the inclusion of soft constraints
for availability and a framework for re-optimization of sched-
ules. New schedules are only used if they provide sufficient
gain over the present solution. We illustrate the gains through
simulations.

II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

We consider a sequence of time slots, each of duration τ .
The total number of slots considered will be denoted by T . For
example, suppose that τ = 0.25hrs and we want to consider a
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week of time slots, then T = 7×24×4 = 672. Time slots will
be indexed by t. We assume N people for whom optimal time
schedules are to be computed. An event (such as a meeting)
extends for an integer number of successive time slots. We
define two types of events, personal events are in the complete
control of the person while public events involve two or more
people who may or may not decide to participate in the event.
For example, a personal event may be a doctor’s appointment
while a public event may be a department meeting involving
all members of a department. The set of participants of event
k will be denoted by Ek and the range of time slots within
which the event can be scheduled will be denoted by Rk. We
assume that, for each time slot, a person can participate in at
most one event (public or personal).

A. Soft and Hard Constraints
In traditional calendars, a person is either busy or free in

each time slot. If an event consisting of two time slots is to be
scheduled, then one must find two successive slots for which
all event participants are free. This can sometimes be difficult
if many people are participating in the event, or if several of
the participants are very busy. We consider such constraints to
be hard constraints since if one indicates that they are busy in
a slot we assume that slot cannot be used.

We introduce the notion of soft constraints for events. Here
one indicates the relative value (on a scale from 0 to 10) of
the event to the person. For example, a doctor’s appointment
has a high value since missing it can lead to paying a fee,
having to reschedule, and delays in the required remedy. On
the other hand, if the event is going to the Gym then the value
is significantly less since it may be easy to go at a different
hour. If hard constraints are used then both of these events will
be treated the same when scheduling. However, we believe that
they should not which is why we instead allow soft constraints.

For user n, if a time slot contains an event, then a value vn
is assigned to the time slot and this corresponds to the value
of the corresponding event. If no event is scheduled for a slot
one may still assign a value which would correspond to how
important it is to the person to just have some free time. If
the event is extremely important (e.g., a surgery) then a value
close to 10 is assigned. In general some value between 0 and
10 is assigned to each event and in turn assigned to each slot
of that event. Values for personal events are assigned by the
user. The value of a meeting event is decided by the meeting
organizer but we will discuss variations of this approach later.
An event can only replace another event if its value is greater.

Given a set of users and a set of personal events we address
the problem of optimally scheduling a given set of public
events. Let us first discuss this problem in the manner in which
it is presently addressed whereby events are scheduled in the
order in which they are created. So, assume we have previously
scheduled events and decide to schedule a new one. For a
given set of consecutive time slots, the objective is to find the
necessary number of consecutive time slots for the event such
that the total value gained by adding this event is maximized.
Not all users may attend the event since a user will only attend
if the value of the event exceeds the value of whichever event
is presently in that time slot.

The value chosen for an event is very important since users
will value personal events relative to typical meeting events.
For example, if a department meeting is valued at 0.8 then
a member of the department should not value a gym class

higher than this. On the other hand they may value a doctor’s
appointment with a value above 0.8. Later we will discuss how
meeting values should be chosen. The same approach can be
used for personal events. For a new event one can then simply
evaluate the sum value for each potential slot allocations and
then choose the one with the largest sum value. When events
are canceled then the corresponding slot(s) become free and
assigned the default value.

B. Value Maximization
As we add events, the overall objective is to increase the

total value of all users over all slots. We saw above that the
total value is non-decreasing as a function of number of events
since each event results in a larger value for a participant (if
the event is accepted) or no change. However, this sequential
allocation may not be globally optimal. In other words if we
simultaneously allocate all future events we may in fact get a
better solution. Let us illustrate this with a simple illustrative
example.

Consider two users and two time slots. The initial values
(e.g., based on personal events) for these users are [0, 0.1] and
[0.1, 0.9]. Consider two events each requiring one slot and with
a value 0.2 for the first event and 0.8 for the second. If we
were to schedule event one first then it would be placed in
slot 1 since it provides the largest value gain. The user values
now become [0.2, 0.1] and [0.2, 0.9]. Now if we schedule
the second event then it would also be placed in slot 1 and
the user values now become [0.8, 0.1] and [0.8, 0.9] for a
total value of 2.6. Now suppose we instead scheduled the
second event first followed by the first event. The second
event would be placed in slot 1 to give [0.8, 0.1] and [0.8,
0.9]. If we now schedule the first event it will be placed in
slot 2 to give [0.8, 0.2], [0.8, 0.9] with a total value of 2.7.
Therefore if the second event had come in first the resultant
schedule would have been better. In general one can obtain
better schedules by scheduling all events together rather than
by doing one at a time. Although better schedules can be
obtained by rescheduling multiple events scheduled in the past,
making such changes can be annoying. Therefore we will look
at other, more user friendly ways, to improve performance.

When we formulate the mathematical problem we will see
that the determination of the optimal solution can be very
compute intensive especially for large problems. A complete
re-optimization may also not be desirable since it may cause
changes in many meetings and all attendees will have to be
rescheduled. However such re-optimization can result in sig-
nificant improvements especially when previously scheduled
events are canceled by the organizer. In the next section we
provide a mathematical model that we use for performance
evaluation. This is followed by simulation results where we
illustrate the benefits of our two contributions, soft constraints
and on-demand re-optimization.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this section we present the mathematical formulation of
the global optimization problem. We define the following:

N = the number of participants, indexed by n,
T = the total number of time slots considered, indexed by t,
K = the total number of public events, indexed by k,
Ek = the set of participants to be scheduled in event k,
vnt = value of a personal event scheduled by user n in slot t,
Vk = value of event k in any of its scheduled time slots,
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Rk = range of possible starting slots for event k,
dk = the duration of event k in slots,
sk = first slot assigned to event k (the decision variable).
~s = {s1, s2, . . . , sK}

vnt are values for personal events and these can be changed
by a participant at will. If a participant decides to attend event
k in that time slot then this value is replaced with the value
of the event Vk. For each time slot a participant chooses the
event (personal or not) that has the maximum value. Of course
this must be an event to which the participant was invited. The
objective is therefore to schedule events so as to maximize the
total value of all users over all time slots. The decision variable
is sk which is the slot chosen as the first slot of event k. Also
note that we allow the overlap of events.

One drawback of this approach is that a participant may end
up partially attending one or more events, or a personal event
may be chosen within the range of a scheduled public event.
These issues occur in real life. In the case of overlapping public
events the user can use other personal factors to determine
which event is more desirable. He/She would then indicate
non-attendance of the other event to the organizer. In the case
in which a personal event has been chosen within a public
event, the user must again decide which to choose. If the
personal event is chosen then the organizer of the public event
is notified otherwise if the public event is chosen the value
of the personal event is reduced to a value below that of the
public event. The optimization problem can therefore be stated
as follows:

max
~s

F ≡

N
∑

n=1

T
∑

t=1

max

{

vnt, max
{k|n∈Ek, sk≤t≤sk+dk}

Vk

}

(1)

s.t. sk ∈ Rk ∀k

This is explained as follows. The function F (~s) is the total
value of all users over all time slots. If no events are scheduled
for a particular time slot for a user then we use the value of
any personal event in that slot for that user. However if one or
more events have been scheduled for that user in that slot then
we must determine the new value if the user decides to attend
one of these events. If the user decides not to attend any of
these events (because of their lower value than any personal
event in the slot) then the slot value remains the value of the
personal event. Otherwise we consider all events for which the
participant is scheduled. Within this set we find the event with
the largest value over all events that have been scheduled in
this time slot. We then assign the value of this event to the
time slot for the user. Note that the start time of an event is
restricted so we include this as a constraint.

IV. SOLUTION METHODS

In this section we look at some approaches to solving
this optimization problem. We then present numerical results
to illustrate which of these approaches may be suitable for
implementation in a real system.

A. Global Optimal Solution (OS)
Each time a new event is received we can re-optimize all

schedules (i.e. the global optimization problem). However this
has two major drawbacks. In order to do this we have to look
at all possible combinations of event schedules to obtain the

best solution. This requires
∏K

k=1
|Rk| schedule evaluations

which can be quite time consuming. Another issue with this

approach is that each time a new event is received we may
potentially have to ask a significant number of participants to
change events that were previously scheduled and this will be
frustrating. Due to computational costs it was impractical to
simulate realistic cases with this method, therefore we do not
recommend this approach.

B. Traditional Sequential Solution (TS)

For all invitees, each day and potential timeslot is evaluated
where a potential timeslot is one where the index of the
timeslot in addition to the length of the event does not exceed
the day. Time-slot evaluation is the process by which each
timeslot from the potential timeslot to potential timeslot plus
event duration is compared against the events weight. If the
weight is greater than the time-slots then we add the difference.
The sum of differences for an event across all invitees for
a potential timeslot represents the value added by choosing
this timeslot for the current event. After going through all
potential timeslots we place the event where there exists the
largest sum of differences, that is, where users had the least
important timeslots. When a timeslot is chosen invitees and
their timeslots are updated accordingly. Unfortunately, as we
have seen previously, the schedule obtained by this sequential
approach may be quite sub-optimal.

C. Traditional Solution with Hard Constraints (HS)

For this approach two copies of the users schedules were
created, the first was converted to binary and used as logic,
the second was used to keep track of actual values. Since
hard constraints are either available or busy, the first copy was
converted to binary values where any user event valued from 0
to 2 is mapped to 0 (i.e. available) while the rest are mapped to
1 (busy). The process was then similar to TS in that HS iterates
through all potential timeslots but only counts the number of
0s. The timeslot with the most 0s among invitees during the
current events life was chosen, that is, the timeslot when users
are most free during the event. When a timeslot is chosen, for
each invited person and each timeslot in the event we set the
0 to 1 in the first copy and in the second copy we update the
user event value. So the binary list is used for scheduling but
the event value list is used to evaluate the performance of the
resulting schedule.

D. Coordinated Ascent Solution (CS)

In this case we first find the traditional solution (using TS)
but then, we do the following. We pick one event at a time
and, keeping all other schedules fixed, we re-optimize for that
event. The sequence of events used for this case is the same
as the sequence in which they were generated. If we consider
an event as one degree of freedom (a coordinate) then this
consists of optimizing along one coordinate direction at a time
hence the name. If each event is re-optimized then the number

of schedule evaluations will be
∑K

k=1
|Rk|. This complexity

lies between that of the optimal approach and the sequential
approach but provides an objective value close to optimal.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we provide numerical results to better
understand the practicality of using this type of framework.
Note, however, that we do not include input from users when
there is an overlap in their events (public or private).
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0.67

Low High
p=0.4

Med
p=0.2

0.04

0.15

0.21

0.18

0.52

0.27

0.27

p=0.4

0.69

A. Baseline Problem

We used the following approach to generate data. We
requested scheduling data from a large group of people. They
were asked to provide personal event values from 0-10 for
12 timeslots corresponding to one hour slots from 7am to
7pm. The values were grouped into three states 0-2 (low), 3-7
(medium) and 8-10 (high). After collection of questionnaires
and removal of outliers the responses were tallied. Using this
data the Markov model presented in 1 was developed and used
to generate data for our experimental results.

For each public event, the number of participants, and the
length (in timeslots) were each randomly generated within a
set range, and their values were randomly generated between
5 and 10 as public events tend to be more important than
personal events. Participants are randomly selected from the
user base according to the previously generated number of
participants. We start with a baseline problem and we then
vary individual parameters (number of events and number of
timeslots) to investigate how performance varies with these
parameters. The parameters for the baseline are as follows:

N = 100,
T = 18 hours x 5 days = 90,
K = 50,
Ek = randomly pick p ∈ [0, 1], choose user with probability p
Vk = randomly pick from 5 to 10
vnt = generated using the Markov Model
dk = chosen randomly from 1 to 9 (maximum half day)
Rk = from slot 1 to slot 18-dk each day of the week

B. Performance Results
We first show the performance benefits of the proposed

approach by solving the baseline problem but with 500 events.
We generated 100 sample problems and for each we computed
the total user value over all slots. We then averaged this over
all 100 runs. In addition to collecting value information we
also computed the fraction of users who attend each event and
average this over all events in each run. This provides an idea
of how well the scheduled events are attended which is also
of importance. In order to determine the degree of fairness
of the allocations we compute the Coefficient of Variation of
user values in each run and average this over all runs. The
coefficient of variation is the ratio of the Standard Deviation
and the Mean. Values close to 0 imply that all users achieve
similar average values. We average collected statistics over all

Table I. PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE BASELINE PROBLEM

Algorithm Normalized Value Normalized Attendance Average CoE

HS 1.0 1.0 0.12

TS 1.4 3.8 0.08

CS 1.8 5.2 0.03
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Figure 2. Change in Value as K varies from 50 to 500
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Figure 3. Change in Attendance as K varies from 50 to 500

runs and normalize value and attendance with the traditional
approach. This information is presented in Table I.

We observed that the introduction of soft constraints with
no re-optimization (TS) results in significant gains. Further-
more, the addition of re-optimization to TS (CS) results in
even more gains so both proposed additions (soft constraints
and re-optimization) are clearly beneficial. Next we investigate
the sensitivity of these performance results to the various
parameters. We vary various parameters and plot the computed
metrics versus the value of the parameter. We vary the number
of timeslots (by varying the number of days) from 10 to 100

Figure 1. Markov Model for Personal Event Value Determination
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Figure 4. Change in Value as T varies from 10 to 100
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Figure 5. Change in Attendance as T varies from 10 to 100

We observed the performance advantage of the proposed
approach increases with events since it is better able to allocate
slots especially as the system gets busy. We see little depen-
dence on duration of the scheduling space but this is due to the
fact that the number of events was small and we know under
such conditions all approaches can find suitable schedules.
What is interesting is the significant gains in attendance. This
is due to the re-optimization process and hence we see the
need to globally optimize events.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a framework for including values
to events in an electronic calendar and we demonstrated the
potential value this provides. We also evaluated the gains
possible by performing re-optimization. Here we see even
bigger performance gains. We plan to deploy a prototype
system and obtain feedback from users to see how such a
framework performs in real life.
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